Pears (ornamental)

Although ornamental pears are seemingly everywhere they are a reliable and tough tree. The varieties we carry are disease resistant and are much less prone to the severe splitting issues associated with the once common ‘Bradford’ variety.

**Cleveland Select:** Mid-sized tree with upright, teardrop shape. Grows to 30’-40’ tall X 15’-20’ wide. Abundant white Spring (April) blooms. Small ½” fruits and beautiful very late Fall leaf color red-purple.

**Aristocrat:** Oval-pyramid shape has a noticeably broader growth habit than Cleveland Select but overall similar otherwise.

**Spring Show:** New variety. Reportedly a faster grower and very disease resistant.

**Jack:** Dwarf selection reaching only ½ the size of the species (apx 15’ tall X 10’ wide). Very good choice for a small site. Crimson red Fall foliage. Fruits are somewhat larger than on other ornamental pears – apx 3/4”.